Chartered bus schedule
There will be signage at the Doubletree.
Note: The bus leaves the hotel every 30 minutes (7:15 a.m., 7:45 a.m., 8:15 a.m, etc.).
* * Please see the attached map to get from bus drop off location at U.C. Berkeley to Sibley Auditorium. Note: there will be someone from U.C. Berkeley waiting @ the bus location to guide you to registration desk * * * (there will also be signs)

** Tuesday, November 3 **
- 7:15A to 9:15A (morning, from Doubletree to UCB)
- 5:30P to 7:15P (evening, from UCB to Doubletree)

** Wednesday, November 4 **
- 7:45A to 9:15A (morning, from Doubletree to UCB)
- 6:00P to 8:30P (evening, from UCB to Doubletree)

** Thursday, November 5 **
- 7:45A to 9:15A (morning, from Doubletree to UCB)
- 8:25P to 9:15P (evening, from Berkeley City Club to Doubletree)

** Friday, November 6 **
- 7:45A to 9:15A (morning, from Doubletree to UCB)
- 12:30P to 1:30P (afternoon, from UCB to BART and Doubletree)

Doubletree Shuttle bus
The Doubletree has a shuttle bus that holds 9 people and leaves the hotel at the top of each hour, beginning at 7:00 a.m. and ending at 10:00 p.m. The shuttle can also pick you up from Berkeley locations and drive you back to the Doubletree. Please call ahead as. it can take up to 30 minutes depending on where the driver is.

To leave the hotel, it leaves every hour, on the hour, 7A until 10P.
To return to the hotel, please call the hotel at **(510) 548-7920**

** Taxi recommendations **
- Bay Area Checker Cab: (510) 612-6546
- Project Cab: (510) 395-0000
• Berkeley Cabs Co: (510) 649-1234

Restaurants

Downtown Berkeley, All phone #s are area code (510)

Adagia Restaurant -- 2700 Bancroft (647-2300)
Bar Cesar -- 1515 Shattuck (883-0222) Tapas bar.
Berkeley Thai House -- 2511 Channing (843-7352) Thai
Blakes on Telegraph -- 2367 Telegraph (848-0886)
Cha Am Thai -- 1543 Shattuck (848-9664) Thai
Chez Panisse Cafe -- 1517 Shattuck (at Cedar) (548-5049)
Great China -- 2115 Kittredge St (at Oxford) (843-7996)
Gregoire -- 2109 Cedar (at Shattuck) (883-1893)
Kirala -- 2100 Ward (at Shattuck), Berkeley (549-3486). Japanese
La Note -- 2377 Shattuck, (843-1535)
Liaison -- 1849 Shattuck (at Hearst) (849-2155). Bistro food
Naan "N" Curry -- 2366 Telegraph (841-6226) Indian
Plearn Thai -- 2050 University (841-2148) Thai
Smart Alec's -- 55 Telegraph (704-4000) Healthy fast food
Venezia -- 1799 University (849-4681) Italian
Venus -- 2327 Shattuck (near Durant), (540-5950)